Sick Bird Self-Assessment

So, you think you might have highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI)? Take a moment to determine how to proceed with this handy self-assessment. When you call our office we will ask you these questions:

Do you have more than 20 birds?

If more than 20 birds, have more than 30% died in the last 5 days?

If fewer than 20 birds, have more than 50% died in the last 5 days?

NO—You should call your veterinarian or one of the small flock veterinarians found on DATCP’s list (see below).

YES—A Foreign Animal Disease Diagnostician (FADD) from DATCP will contact you to discuss the situation and make a determination.

1-800-572-8981

Use your smartphone to quickly access our list of small flock poultry veterinarians by snapping this code.

Find more avian influenza information and resources on our website by snapping this code.
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